JOOLA X-Glue Green Power
1. Pour X-Glue onto the sponge of the rubber and on the blade and spread it with the sponge
roller.

2. Wait until glue is dry (glue will be transparent, approx. 4-5 minutes).
3. Attach rubber onto the blade.
Please note: Use sponge roller only once!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------JOOLA TUNING Rubbers
Take the rubber out of the foil and glue it to the blade with JOOLA X-Glue Green Power:
1. Pour the glue onto the sponge of the rubber and spread it with the sponge roller.
2. Repeat same procedure on the blade surface.
3. Wait until glue is dry (glue will be transparent, approx. 4-5 minutes). Attach rubber onto the
blade.
Please note: Use sponge roller only once!
Keep the bat in the plastic bag in the TUNING BOX after each playing session. Close the screws
and inflate the plastic bag to increase pressure in the bag. Leave the bat in the TUNING BOX
until next use.
Please note: It is important to use the JOOLA TUNING BOX after each playing session in order
to prolong the speed glueing effect of the rubber. By doing this, the speed glueing effect will last
considerably longer.

Speed glueing with the JOOLA JOOLA Rossi Turbo Tuning Glue
Preparation:
Pour ROSSI TURBO onto the sponge of the rubber and spread it with the brush (drying time
approx. 2 hours, depending on humidity, room temperature, etc.).
When the glue on the sponge of the rubber is dry (check by touching), spread another layer (no.
2) of ROSSI TURBO.
There are 2 methods to finish the glueing procedure:
a) The „faster“ – with solvent-free glue JOOLA X-Glue Green Power:
1. After the second layer of glue is dry, apply a layer of JOOLA X-Glue Green Power onto the
blade.
2. After 4 or 5 Minuten (when the glue is transparent), attach the rubber onto the blade.
Speed glueing effect will last at least 7 to 10 days. If preferred you can speed glue the rubber
again at any time.
b) The „more time consuming method“ – with more layers of JOOLA ROSSI TURBO:
1. Wait until the second layer of ROSSI TURBO on the sponge is dry, approx. 8 to 10 hours.
2. Then apply an even layer (no. 3) of ROSSI TURBO onto the sponge with the brush (drying
time approx. 2 hours, depending on humidity, room temperature, etc.).
3. Apply one layer of ROSSI TURBO onto the blade (Please note: drying time for the blade is up
to 10 hours, therefore apply a thinner layer of ROSSI TURBO than on the rubber).
4. When the glue on the rubber is dry (check by touching), apply another layer (no. 4) of ROSSI
TURBO.
5. When this one is dry, attach the rubber onto the blade.
Please note: this method necessitates more than one layer of JOOLA ROSSI TURBO as one
layer does not have sufficient adherence.
The speed glueing effect will last at least 7 to 10 days. If preferred you can speed glue
the rubber again at any time – again following either method a) or b).
Please note: When using the JOOLA TUNING BOX after each playing session, the
speed glueing effect can be prolonged.

